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Edward II 2014-10-15 the dramatic life and mysterious death of the reviled edward ii focusing on
the vivid personality of the erratic and contradictory king his unorthodox lifestyle and his
passionate relationships with his male favourites including piers gaveston
Handbook Of Unconventional Computing (In 2 Volumes) 2021-08-18 did you know that computation
can be implemented with cytoskeleton networks chemical reactions liquid marbles plants polymers
and dozens of other living and inanimate substrates do you know what is reversible computing or a
dna microscopy are you aware that randomness aids computation would you like to make logical
circuits from enzymatic reactions have you ever tried to implement digital logic with minecraft do
you know that eroding sandstones can compute too this volume reviews most of the key attempts in
coming up with an alternative way of computation in doing so the authors show that we do not need
computers to compute and we do not need computation to infer it invites readers to rethink the
computer and computing and appeals to computer scientists mathematicians physicists and
philosophers the topics are presented in a lively and easily accessible manner and make for ideal
supplementary reading across a broad range of subjects
Unconventional Models of Computation 2003-06-30 this book constitutes the refereed proceedings
of the third international conference on unconventional models of computation umc 2002 held in
kobe japan in october 2002 the 18 revised full papers presented together with eight invited full
papers were carefully reviewed and selected from 36 submissions all major areas of unconventinal
computing models are covered especially quantum computing dna computing membrane computing
cellular computing and possibilities to break turing s barrier the authors address theoretical
aspects practical implementations as well as philosophical reflections
Unconventional Computation 2005-09-19 this book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the
4th international conference on unconventional computation uc 2005 held in sevilla spain in
september 2005 the conference formerly was named unconventional models of computation umc
the 19 revised full papers presented together with 5 invited full papers were carefully reviewed and
selected for inclusion in the book all major areas of unconventional computing models are covered
in theory as well as in experiments and applications topics addressed are natural computing
including quantum cellular molecular neural and evolutionary computing chaos and dynamical
systems based computing and various proposals for computations that go beyond the turing model
Unconventional Computation 2010-06 the lncs series reports state of the art results in computer
science research development and education at a high level and in both printed and electronic form
enjoying tight cooperation with the r d community with numerous individuals as well as with
prestigious organizations and societies lncs has grown into the most comprehensive computer
science research forum available the scope of lncs including its subseries lnai and lnbi spans the
whole range of computer science and information technology including interdisciplinary topics in a
variety of application fields in parallel to the printed book each new volume is published
electronically in lncs online
Unconventional Anticancer Metallodrugs and Strategies to Improve their Pharmacological Profile
2019-10-01 for the past 40 years metal based drugs have been widely used for the treatment of
cancer cisplatin and follow up drugs carboplatin paraplatintm and oxaliplatin eloxatintm have been
the gold standard for metallodrugs in clinical settings as antineoplastic agents while effective these
drugs either alone or in combination therapy have faced a number of clinical challenges resulting
from their limited spectrum of activity high toxicity leading to significant side effects resistance
poor water solubility low bioavailability and short circulating time in the past 10 years various
unconventional non platinum metal based agents have emerged as a potential alternative for
cancer treatment these compounds are highly effective and selective in cancers resistant to
cisplatin and other chemotherapeutic agents research in this area has recently exploded with a
relevant number of patents and clinical trials in addition to reports in scientific journals
furthermore in parallel to the synthesis of coordination and organometallic compounds comprising
many different metals and unconventional platinum based derivatives researchers are focused on
optimizing mechanistic and pharmacological features of promising drug candidates this special
issue aims to highlight the latest advances in anticancer metallodrugs with a focus on
unconventional anticancer agents as well as novel activation targeting and delivery strategies
aimed at improving their pharmacological profile
Unconventional Computation and Natural Computation 2012-09-02 this book constitutes the
thoroughly refereed post conference proceedings of the 11th international conference on



unconventional computation uc 2012 held in orléans france during september 3 7 2012 the 28
revised full papers presented were carefully selected from numerous submissions conference
papers are organized in 4 technical sessions covering topics of hypercomputation chaos and
dynamical systems based computing granular fuzzy and rough computing mechanical computing
cellular evolutionary molecular neural and quantum computing membrane computing amorphous
computing swarm intelligence artificial immune systems physics of computation chemical
computation evolving hardware the computational nature of self assembly developmental processes
bacterial communication and brain processes
Advances in Unconventional Computing 2016-07-26 the unconventional computing is a niche for
interdisciplinary science cross bred of computer science physics mathematics chemistry electronic
engineering biology material science and nanotechnology the aims of this book are to uncover and
exploit principles and mechanisms of information processing in and functional properties of
physical chemical and living systems to develop efficient algorithms design optimal architectures
and manufacture working prototypes of future and emergent computing devices this second volume
presents experimental laboratory prototypes and applied computing implementations emergent
molecular computing is presented by enzymatic logical gates and circuits and dna nano devices
reaction diffusion chemical computing is exemplified by logical circuits in belousov zhabotinsky
medium and geometrical computation in precipitating chemical reactions logical circuits realised
with solitons and impulses in polymer chains show advances in collision based computing photo
chemical and memristive devices give us a glimpse on hot topics of a novel hardware practical
computing is represented by algorithms of collective and immune computing and nature inspired
optimisation living computing devices are implemented in real and simulated cells regenerating
organisms plant roots and slime mould the book is the encyclopedia the first ever complete
authoritative account of the theoretical and experimental findings in the unconventional computing
written by the world leaders in the field all chapters are self contains no specialist background is
required to appreciate ideas findings constructs and designs presented this treatise in
unconventional computing appeals to readers from all walks of life from high school pupils to
university professors from mathematicians computers scientists and engineers to chemists and
biologists
Maintenance of Permanently Installed Storage and Dispensing Systems for Petroleum and
Unconventional Fuels 1970 the papers in this volume were presented at the second international
conference on unconventional photoactive solids held at the r d center of bp america september 9
12 1985 it was part of an on going series of conferences with the main aim of stressing the
interrelationship of solid state physics and solid state chemistry the choice of topics covered a
broad range of light induced solid state phenomena with particular emphasis on novel materials
and or novel phenomena organic solids in particular were emphasized as they are a natural meeting
point of solid state physics and chemistry a general trend in solid state physics is to more complex
materials e g nonequilibrium glassy films complicated unit cells extended molecular building blocks
etc this trend necessitates the closer interaction between physicists and chemists this conference
reflects this trend quite dramatically it is a new grouping together of a mix of materials people and
experimental approaches a typical new theme pulling together this new mix can be seen in part i
fractals in disordered media a variety of disordered media give rise to unusual temporal patterns of
diffusion and reactions the more familiar spatial patterns of self similarity are discussed in the first
article by m f barnsley another topic pulling together a diverse group of scientists is covered in part
ii spectral hole burning a number of leaders in this field are represented in these three papers
Unconventional Photoactive Solids 2013-03-09 this book introduces a stability and control
methodology named aeromech capable of sizing the primary control effectors of fixed wing
subsonic to hypersonic designs of conventional and unconventional configuration layout control
power demands are harmonized with static dynamic and maneuver stability requirements while
taking the six degree of freedom trim state into account the stability and control analysis solves the
static and dynamic equations of motion combined with non linear vortex lattice aerodynamics for
analysis the true complexity of addressing subsonic to hypersonic vehicle stability and control
during the conceptual design phase is hidden in the objective to develop a generic vehicle
configuration independent methodology concept the inclusion of geometrically asymmetric aircraft
layouts in addition to the reasonably well known symmetric aircraft types contributes significantly
to the overall technical complexity and level of abstraction the first three chapters describe the



preparatory work invested along with the research strategy devised thereby placing strong
emphasis on systematic and thorough knowledge utilization the engineering scientific method itself
is derived throughout the second half of the book this book offers a unique aerospace vehicle
configuration independent generic methodology and mathematical algorithm the approach satisfies
the initial technical quest how to develop a configuration stability control methodology module for
an advanced multi disciplinary aerospace vehicle design synthesis environment that permits
consistent aerospace vehicle design evaluations
Naval Hydrodynamics: Unconventional ships. Ocean engineering 1975 tracing the american
guerrilla narrative through more than one hundred years of film and television this book shows how
the conventions and politics of this narrative influence americans to see themselves as warriors
both on screen and in history american guerrillas fight small scale battles that despite their
implications for large scale american victories often go untold this book evaluates those stories to
illumine the ways in which film and television have created reinforced and circulated an american
guerrilla fantasy a mythic narrative in which americans despite having the most powerful military
in history are presented as underdog resistance fighters against an overwhelming and superior
occupying evil unconventional warriors the fantasy of the american resistance fighter in television
and film explains that this fantasy has occupied the center of numerous war films and in turn
shaped the way in which americans see those wars and themselves informed by the author s
expertise on war in contemporary literature and popular culture this book begins with an
introduction that outlines the basics of the american guerrilla narrative and identifies it as a
recurring theme in american war films subsequent chapters cover one hundred years of american
guerrillas in film and television the book concludes with a chapter on science fiction narratives
illustrating how the conventions and politics of these stories shape even the representation of
wholly fictional imagined wars on screen
Stability and Control of Conventional and Unconventional Aerospace Vehicle
Configurations 2019-07-23 physical acoustics volume xx ultrasonics of high tc and other
unconventional superconductors covers the many acoustic studies of the high tc superconductors
this book is composed of 10 chapters that include some unconventional superconducting systems
such as superfluid 3he heavy fermion superconductors and magnetic re entrant superconductors
the introductory chapter summarizes the results that have been observed in bardeen cooper and
schriefer superconductors as functions both of temperature and magnetic field the subsequent
chapters deal with the theoretical and experimental aspects of ultrasonic study of some
unconventional superconductors considerable chapters are devoted to the measurements with
sound waves on the sintered high tc superconducting systems these chapters examine first the
temperature and magnetic field dependence of the velocity and elastic constants in sintered high tc
superconductors as well as the sound absorption and dispersion measurements on single crystals of
these superconductors discussions on the small sample resonant ultrasound technique that uses
thin piezoelectric films and the effect of oxygen on superconducting properties and the response of
sound to these additions are also provided in these chapters the concluding chapter presents a
theoretical foundation for sound measurements in the superconducting state emphasizing the
effects of multigap structures and gas anisotropy on sound attenuation in the superconducting state
of the cuprate superconductors this volume will be of great benefit to researchers in the fields of
electronics technology and in applied and engineering mechanics
Unconventional Gas Recovery (UGR) Information File 1980 a comprehensive textbook
presenting techniques for the analysis and characterization of shale plays significant reserves of
hydrocarbons cannot be extracted using conventional methods improvements in techniques such as
horizontal drilling and hydraulic fracturing have increased access to unconventional hydrocarbon
resources ushering in the shale boom and disrupting the energy sector unconventional hydrocarbon
resources techniques for reservoir engineering analysis covers the geochemistry petrophysics
geomechanics and economics of unconventional shale oil plays the text uses a step by step
approach to demonstrate industry standard workflows for calculating resource volume and
optimizing the extraction process volume highlights include methods for rock and fluid
characterization of unconventional shale plays a workflow for analyzing wells with stimulated
reservoir volume regions an unconventional approach to understanding of fluid flow through porous
media a comprehensive summary of discoveries of massive shale resources worldwide data from
eagle ford woodford wolfcamp and the bakken shale plays examples homework assignments



projects and access to supplementary online resources hands on teaching materials for use in
petroleum engineering software applications the american geophysical union promotes discovery in
earth and space science for the benefit of humanity its publications disseminate scientific
knowledge and provide resources for researchers students and professionals
Unconventional Warriors 2018-02-21 a study of the major u s military interventions in
unconventional war this book looks at four wars that occurred while the u s was a superpower in
the post war ww ii period and one in the philippines in 1898
Ultrasonics of High-Tc and Other Unconventional Superconductors 2012-12-02 the work focuses on
recent developments of the rapidly evolving field of non conventional liquid crystals after a concise
introduction it discusses the most promising research such as biosensing elastomers polymer films
photoresponsive properties and energy harvesting besides future applications it discusses as well
potential frontiers in lc science and technology
Unconventional Hydrocarbon Resources 2020-12-03 this book explains the drivers and
implications of unconventional gas at regional national and global scales with case studies and in
depth analyses
American Military Intervention in Unconventional War 2016-04-30 this book constitutes the
refereed proceedings of the 10th international conference on unconventional computation uc 2011
held in turku finland in june 2011 the 17 revised full papers presented together with 6 extended
abstracts of invited talks and 3 extended abstracts of tutorials were carefully reviewed and selected
from 33 initial submissions the papers are devoted to all aspects of unconventional computation
theory as well as experiments and applications typical topics are natural computing including
quantum cellular molecular membrane neural and evolutionary computing as well as chaos and
dynamical system based computing and various proposals for computational mechanisms that go
beyond the turing model
Unconventional Liquid Crystals and Their Applications 2021-07-19 unconventional petroleum
geology second edition presents the latest research results of global conventional and
unconventional petroleum exploration and production the first part covers the basics of
unconventional petroleum geology its introduction concept of unconventional petroleum geology
unconventional oil and gas reservoirs and the origin and distribution of unconventional oil and gas
the second part is focused on unconventional petroleum development technologies including a
series of technologies on resource assessment lab analysis geophysical interpretation and drilling
and completion the third and final section features case studies of unconventional hydrocarbon
resources including tight oil and gas shale oil and gas coal bed methane heavy oil gas hydrates and
oil and gas in volcanic and metamorphic rocks provides an up to date systematic and
comprehensive overview of all unconventional hydrocarbons reorganizes and updates more than
half of the first edition content including four new chapters includes a glossary on unconventional
petroleum types including tight sandstone oil and gas coal bed gas shale gas oil and gas in fissure
cave type carbonate rocks in volcanic reservoirs and in metamorphic rocks heavy crude oil and
natural bitumen and gas hydrates presents new theories new methods new technologies and new
management methods helping to meet the demands of technology development and production
requirements in unconventional plays
Risks, Rewards and Regulation of Unconventional Gas 2016-12-28 there is a world beyond
turing as more and more computer researchers are demonstrating but where would you find out
about the current leading edge in unconventional computation here in this fascinating work that is
the refereed proceedings of the 6th international conference on unconventional computation held
in kingston canada in august 2007 the 17 revised full papers presented together with 4 invited
papers were carefully reviewed and selected for inclusion in the book all current aspects of
unconventional computation are addressed
Unconventional Computation 2011-05-27 this handbook examines the latest techniques and
strategies that are used to unlock the risk transfer capacity of global financial and capital markets
taking the financial crisis and global recession into account it frames and contextualises non
traditional risk transfer tools created over the last 20 years featuring contributions from
distinguished academics and professionals from around the world this book covers in detail issues
in securitization financial risk management and innovation structured finance and derivatives life
and non life pure risk management market and financial reinsurance cat risk management crisis
management natural environmental and man made risks terrorism risk risk modelling vulnerability



and resilience this handbook will be of interest to academics researchers and practitioners in the
field of risk transfer
Unconventional Petroleum Geology 2017-03-10 this book addresses the need for deeper
understanding of regulatory and policy regimes around the world in relation to the use of water for
the production of unconventional hydrocarbons including shale gas coal bed methane and tight oil
through hydraulic fracturing legal policy political and regulatory issues surrounding the use of
water for hydraulic fracturing are present at every stage of operations operators and regulators
must understand the legal political and hydrological contexts of their surroundings procure water
for use in the fracturing and extraction processes gain community cooperation or confront social
resistance around water collect flow back and produced water and dispose of these wastewaters
safely by analysing and comparing different approaches to these issues from around the globe this
volume gleans insights into how policy best practices and regulation may be developed to advance
the interests of all stakeholders while it is not always possible to easily transfer good practice from
one place to another there is value in examining and understanding the components of different
legal and regulatory regimes as these may assist in the development of better regulatory law and
policy for the rapidly growing unconventional energy sector the book takes an interdisciplinary
approach and includes chapters looking at water energy nexus security in general along with issue
focused and geographically focused case studies written by scholars from around the world chapter
topics organized in conjunction with the stage of the shale gas production process upon which they
touch include the implications of hydraulic fracturing for agriculture municipalities and other
stakeholders competing for water supplies public opinion regarding use of water for hydraulic
fracturing potential conflicts between hydraulic fracturing and water as a human right prevention
of induced seismic activity and the disposal or recycling of produced water several chapters also
discuss implications of unconventional energy production for indigenous communities particularly
as regards sustainable water management this volume will be of interest to scholars and students
of energy and water regulators and policymakers and operators interested in ensuring that they
align with emergent best global practice
Unconventional Computation 2007-08-23 this book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the
12th international conference on unconventional computation and natural computation ucnc 2013
held in milan italy in july 2013 the 30 papers 28 full papers 8 poster papers and 2 invited papers
were carefully reviewed and selected from 46 submissions the topics of the volume include
quantum cellular molecular neural dna membrane and evolutionary computing cellular automata
computation based on chaos and dynamical systems massive parallel computation collective
intelligence computation based on physical principles such as relativistic optical spatial collision
based computing amorphous computing physarum computing hypercomputation fuzzy and rough
computing swarm intelligence artificial immune systems physics of computation chemical
computation evolving hardware the computational nature of self assembly developmental processes
bacterial communication and brain processes
Unconventional Computation and Natural Computation 2009 topological defects are generic
in continuous media in the relativistic quantum vacuum they are known as cosmic strings in
superconductors as quantized flux lines and in superfluids low density atomic bose einstein
condensates and neutron stars as quantized vortex lines this collection of articles by leading
scientists presents a modern treatment of the physics of vortex matter mainly applied to
unconventional superconductors and superfluids but with extensions to other areas of physics
Unconventional Fuels 2017-08-04 this book constitutes the proceedings of the 18th international
conference on unconventional computation and natural computation ucnc 2019 held in tokyo japan
in june 2019 the 19 full papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 32
submissions the papers cover topics such as hypercomputation chaos and dynamical systems based
computing granular fuzzy and rough computing mechanical computing cellular evolutionary
molecular neural and quantum computing membrane computing amorphous computing swarm
intelligence artificial immune systems physics of computation chemical computation evolving
hardware the computational nature of self assembly developmental processes bacterial
communication and brain processes
The Palgrave Handbook of Unconventional Risk Transfer 2001 this book constitutes the
proceedings of the 17th international conference on unconventional computation and natural
computation ucnc 2018 held in fontainebleau france in june 2018 the 15 full papers presented were



carefully reviewed and selected from 22 submissions the paper cover topics such as
hypercomputation chaos and dynamical systems based computing granular fuzzy and rough
computing mechanical computing cellular evolutionary molecular neural and quantum computing
membrane computing amorphous computing swarm intelligence artificial immune systems physics
of computation chemical computation evolving hardware the computational nature of self assembly
developmental processes bacterial communication and brain processes
Unconventional Women 2019-10-31 gender scholarship during the last four decades has shown
that the exclusion of women s voices and perspectives has diminished academic disciplines in
important ways traditional scholarship in philosophy is no different the recovery project in
philosophy is engaged in re discovering the names lives texts and perspectives of women
philosophers from the 6th century bce to the present karen warren brings together 16 colleagues
for a unique groundbreaking study of western philosophy which combines pairs of leading men and
women philosophers over the past 2600 years acknowledging and evaluating their contributions to
foundational themes in philosophy including epistemology metaphysics and ethics introductory
essays primary source readings and commentaries comprise each chapter to offer a rich and
accessible introduction to and evaluation of these vital philosophical contributions a helpful
appendix canvasses an extraordinary number of women philosophers for further discovery and
study
Regulating Water Security in Unconventional Oil and Gas 2013-06-03 this book shows that the
plasmodium of physarum polycephalum can be considered a natural labelled transition system and
based on this it proposes high level programming models for controlling the plasmodium behaviour
the presented programming is a form of pure behaviourism the authors consider the possibility of
simulating all basic stimulus reaction relations as plasmodium is a good experimental medium for
behaviouristic models the book applies the programming tools for modelling plasmodia as
unconventional computers in different behavioural sciences based on studying the stimulus
reaction relations the authors examine these relations within the framework of a bio inspired game
theory on plasmodia they have developed i e within an experimental game theory where on the one
hand all basic definitions are verified in experiments with physarum polycephalum and badhamia
utricularis and on the other hand all basic algorithms are implemented in the object oriented
language for simulations of plasmodia the results allow the authors to propose that the plasmodium
can be a model for concurrent games and context based games
Unconventional Computation and Natural Computation 2002-01-22 unconventional reservoirs
are usually complex and highly heterogeneous such as shale coal and tight sandstone reservoirs the
strong physical and chemical interactions between fluids and pore surfaces lead to the
inapplicability of conventional approaches for characterizing fluid flow in these low porosity and
ultralow permeability reservoir systems therefore new theories and techniques are urgently needed
to characterize petrophysical properties fluid transport and their relationships at multiple scales for
improving production efficiency from unconventional reservoirs this book presents fundamental
innovations gathered from 21 recent works on novel applications of new techniques and theories in
unconventional reservoirs covering the fields of petrophysical characterization hydraulic fracturing
fluid transport physics enhanced oil recovery and geothermal energy clearly the research covered
in this book is helpful to understand and master the latest techniques and theories for
unconventional reservoirs which have important practical significance for the economic and
effective development of unconventional oil and gas resources
Vortices in Unconventional Superconductors and Superfluids 2019-05-27 unconventional
anthroponyms formation patterns and discursive function continues a series of collective volumes
comprising studies on onomastics edited by oliviu felecan with cambridge scholars publishing
previous titles in this series include name and naming synchronic and diachronic perspectives 2012
and onomastics in contemporary public space 2013 co edited with alina bugheşiu in contemporary
naming practice one can distinguish two verbal linguistic means of nominal referential
identification a natural one which occurs in the process of conventional official canonical standard
naming and results in conventional official canonical standard anthroponyms a motivated one which
occurs in the process of unconventional unofficial uncanonical non standard naming and results in
unconventional unofficial uncanonical non standard anthroponyms the significance of an official
name is arbitrary conventional unmotivated occasional and circumstantial as names are not likely
to carry any intrinsic meaning names are given by third parties parents godparents other relatives



and so on with the intention to individualise to differentiate from other individuals any meaning
with which a name might be endowed should be credited to the name giver s he assigns several
potential interpretations to the phonetic form of choice based on his her aesthetic and cultural
options and other kinds of tastes which are manifested at a certain time unconventional
anthroponyms nicknames bynames user names pseudonyms hypocoristics individual and group
appellatives that undergo anthroponymisation are nominal derivatives that result from a name
giver s wish to attach a specifying defining verbal linguistic tag to a certain individual an
unconventional anthroponym is a person s singular signum which may convey a practical necessity
to avoid anthroponymic homonymy the existence of several bearers for a particular name or the
intention to qualify a certain human type to underline specific difference in this case the
unconventional anthroponym has an over individualising role or on the contrary to mark an
individual s belonging to a class his her association with other individuals with whom s he is
typologically related see the case of generic unconventional anthroponyms
Unconventional Computation and Natural Computation 2019 petrophysical characterization and
fluids transport in unconventional reservoirs presents a comprehensive look at these new methods
and technologies for the petrophysical characterization of unconventional reservoirs including
recent theoretical advances and modeling on fluids transport in unconventional reservoirs the book
is a valuable tool for geoscientists and engineers working in academia and industry many novel
technologies and approaches including petrophysics multi scale modelling rock reconstruction and
upscaling approaches are discussed along with the challenge of the development of unconventional
reservoirs and the mechanism of multi phase multi scale flow and transport in these structures
includes both practical and theoretical research for the characterization of unconventional
reservoirs covers the basic approaches and mechanisms for enhanced recovery techniques in
unconventional reservoirs presents the latest research in the fluid transport processes in
unconventional reservoirs
Unconventional 2018-06-14 organic petrology is a discipline of geology which integrates
multidisciplinary approaches for the exploration and evaluation of fossil fuel resources by
conventional and unconventional procedures organic petrology has brought forth new powerful
analytical tools for the characterization of geological hydrocarbon systems thus providing
information where previous analytical techniques prove to be less effective the reference provides a
broad comprehensive source of information about the application of organic petrology in the
investigation of geological formations related with the production and accumulation of oil and gas
eleven chapters cover a variety of topics kerogens dispersed organic matter systems sedimentary
organic matter systems oil and gas shales etc additional information in chapters referring to
examples in specific geographical locations provides a global perspective of hydrocarbon
exploration the book is an introductory reference for all scholars involved in applied organic
petrology of hydrocarbon systems including graduate and undergraduate geology students
engineers and lab technicians series intro geology current and future developments is a book series
that brings together the latest contributions to geological research each volume features chapters
contributed by academic scholars professional experts from around the world the scope of the book
series includes but is not limited to topics such as plate tectonics climate science hydrocarbon
exploration mineral exploration and environmental science this series is intended as a useful
compendium of scholarly reference material for geology students and professionals
Unconventional Computation and Natural Computation 2008-12-16
An Unconventional History of Western Philosophy 2018-05-17
High-Level Models of Unconventional Computations 2019-07-23
Flow and Transport Properties of Unconventional Reservoirs 2018 2009
Unconventional Fuels: Shale gas potential 2014-10-02
Unconventional Anthroponyms 1979
Psychological and Unconventional Warfare, 1941-1952 2019-01-24
Petrophysical Characterization and Fluids Transport in Unconventional Reservoirs
2017-08-03
The Role of Organic Petrology in the Exploration of Conventional and Unconventional
Hydrocarbon Systems
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